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This Christmas Edition of the OB-server follows on from the last two editions
published in 2020, the content of which was inspired by Sarah Keene, and to whom
we owe a huge debt of thanks. Sadly, Sarah is unable to continue as editor. We all
wish her well in her future endeavours.
Meanwhile, Connie Leach has agreed to pick up the reins to ensure the OB-server
continues. Thank you Connie. Despite the unusual nature of 2020, the residents of
the Battery have shown great community spirit and indeed the surrounding fields
have never experienced so much footfall, pawfall and cycle wheels!
We hope you enjoy the articles in this edition and we look forward to new contributors
(adults and children) in the new year. Contact details to follow early in 2021.

Wishing everyone good health and peace this season.
What’s happened to the WI in lockdown?
Oliver's Battery WI are still busy - whether it be virtual or socially distanced,
or at the end of a phone. We're still meeting, by Zoom; still learning new
skills - how to make a swiss roll, zendoodle or make folded paper flowers;
still reading and discussing books and authors; still crafting and knitting;
we're still talking - when possible and in the appropriate manner - socially
distanced on a walk, or in groups; we're also on the phone. Frequently
there's convivial laughter as we realise / display our shortfall with social
media skills!
We're learning together, supporting each other as best we can and
supporting the wider community with our efforts. At the front end of the
pandemic members were amongst those in the community making much
needed scrubs, face masks and scrub bags; in the summer we had great
fun as we watched the evolving romance of our community scarecrow
Watchful Wanda. Currently we're filling seasonal stockings with gifts for
Trinity Winchester and seeing our knitted squares turning into a blanket
for Mountbatten Hospice. Looking to the future, hopefully members will be
supporting Winchester Hospice through entries in the Dalemain marmalade
competition, see the article.
We're all looking forward to having dates on the calendar again - and some
semblance of a new normal, so we can again benefit from social interaction
and meeting up with others. Oh, for a group chat over a piece of cake and
a cuppa - preferably both made by someone else!
We're still here as a group and we're open to welcome anyone new who would
like to try membership of the WI. Currently there's a reduced membership
rate of £10.75 from now until 31 March 2021, when normal annual subs
(£44) will apply. Contact us on oliversbatterysec@hampshirewi.org.uk to
find out more.
Yours in friendship
Oliver’s Battery WI

A new day
dawns
with new
beginnings
It started earlier this year, when after the last four years
of needing help from others, the time had come for me
to give back to the community, what had already been
afforded me.
So, during a conversation with friendly neighbour David
Farthing, who drove me for the magnificent Winchester
good neighbours to various appointments, asked me
would I like to attend one of the Winchester Rotary
meetings. "Yes", I said, "I'd be delighted". So, with David
as my proposer, I started attending live meetings, smartly
dressed in chinos and jacket, feeling the part.
Founded in 1905 by Paul P Harris in Chicago, Rotary was
formed with four of Mr Harris's business associates. It's
now grown considerably into a Worldwide United Global

group of people, taking action of lasting change, dedication
of putting "Service above Self". Fighting diseases and
injustices with a Worldwide membership of some 1.2
million people, through 250 countries, promoting peace
throughout, who collectively raise a million dollars every
day, giving to far less privileged people, either close to
home or the far reaches of the Earth. No small feat.
Inducted only a few weeks ago as a new member, during
one of our Zoom meetings and rather anxious of giving
a speech, in front of 40 other members no less, I'm now
a proud member of the Winchester Rotary family. We
have regular 'Thoughts for the day' (T4TD), something
I introduced to the New Winchester Stroke Club a few
weeks ago, of which I'm very happy to be a part of, with
other fellow Rotarians who are on the support committee.
I now have a purpose in life. To truly help others. Helping
other stroke victims with talks on how our emotions are
affected by stroke, how to tie shoe laces single handedly,
and giving advise on our music and BBC sit com quizzes
and really having fun along the way in the camaraderie
shared by all members.
We have some immensely great speakers to at Rotary
giving presentations, either coming in person or during
our Zoom meetings. I'm thrilled to have invited both Cllr
Jan Warwick and Dr James Faulkner to these meetings,
to which they accepted, starting with Jan early in January
2021 talking to us about the Hampshire Climate Change.
Then James who'll be coming next March to talk about his
vitality programme HELP Hampshire exercise classes for
anyone who's suffered a stroke or brain injury.
Rotary's not just wining and dining but winning to fight the
injustices of people for whatever reason, through no fault of
their own. And my small part within this great organisation
will inevitable bring jubilance to many thousands of lives.
In collaboration with Winchester Rotary we also have
other known clubs, 'Winchester Rotaract' , for the younger
members in their 20's and 30's, 'Inner Wheel' for lady
members, and we even have a club for below 15 year olds
called 'Interact', and all part of the Winchester Rotary family.
And the enthusiasm that evolves within the great work that
they excel as each one of them is filled with the energetic
take on the many causes that ensue of importance, like
Climate Change, plastic waste and poverty.
There are many homeless people living rough and lonely
in Winchester. We have our local Winchester Churches
Night-shelter and Trinity charities, and these help
homelessness. Our fellow Rotarian and friend, Diana
Brooks, has written a book entitled 'A Cat Called Smokey',
about a cat with a disability with only three legs. But through
love, and neighbourly kindness he finds happiness, while
others can see only his true self without the disability. A
heart-warming tale. Anyone wishing to buy this gift to help
the homeless, please visit the Winchester Rotary website,
at : https://winchester-rotary.org/
Meanwhile we'll keep fighting for the rights for these
people, and we members will never give up. For me this is
just the beginning.
I'll leave you with this thought, my T4TD. "By helping
others achieve their dreams, you'll achieve yours"
Thank you.
Lloyd Brammer
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Oliver’s Battery Brownies have not been as busy this year. We haven’t managed a full
meet up in person since March but have continued to stay in touch and be involved as
much as we can.
Many families have helped out the Basic’s Bank or donated to the collection for Winchester
Hospital staff. Brown Owl has worked hard to deliver the programme through email and
letterbox drops. We have said goodbye to Erin and Bridget who have reached the grand
old age of 10; but also hello to Mabel, Elsa, Beth, Hope, Phoebe and Daisy. Mabel, Elsa
and Beth were able to make their promise in slightly unusual circumstances just before
this current lockdown period.
Elsa and Beth with their sisters at Hursley House and Mabel at her front door! Well done
girls to rising to the challenge.
On a sad note Chris Stride (Eagle Owl) is leaving the regular leadership team. We will
be sad to see her go and hope she may pop back now and again with a treasure hunt or
hike to keep us in touch with our local area! Many thanks to Chris for her help, support
and friendship over the last few years. It does mean however that we are on the lookout
for new leaders to join the team. Could it be you?
If anyone has a skill or interest to share with the Brownies, we would love to hear from you.
Please email Kate on 3rdwincitybrownies@gmail.com. Interested in joining Girlguiding?
Please visit www.girlguiding.org.uk and click on ‘Get Involved’
Kate Fletcher, Brown Owl

OB FILM NIGHTS,
ARMCHAIR VERSION
While we are still restricted to our own homes, and cinemas
remain closed, we've devised a way that we can share
OB film nights together, from our own sofas. We've had
a trial run, and it worked well, so if you'd like to join us in
December, we'd love to see you.
Date: Wed 23rd December; start time on Zoom: 7.15pm
(we'll send film details and Zoom link in advance). At
7.30pm, watch the film in your own home, and rejoin us
on Zoom after the film has ended, for a friendly chat about
what we've just seen.
We haven’t yet chosen a film, so if you'd like to put in a
request, please email us at obcommunityfilmnights@gmail.
com to add your suggestion. We'll use a voting system, to
make sure the film is chosen fairly. To keep the cost down,
please choose a film either from the BBC iPlayer, since
those are free, or a film from Netflix or Amazon, that costs
no more than £5 rental per viewing. This keeps the film
evening as affordable as possible for everyone.
We look forward to hearing from you, and to see you on
Zoom for our Christmas film.
From the OB Film Organising Group
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We continue to live in a time of great uncertainty as we travel
from a pre-Covid to a post-Covid world. We are still not sure how
long we will be living with restrictions. We do not know how the
pandemic will affect the economy, jobs, politics - even the future
of democracy has been called into question over recent weeks.
Transitions like the one we are living through are sometimes
called liminal spaces. A liminal space is the time between ‘what
was’ and the ‘next’. It is a time of change, a season of waiting
and of not knowing. The Franciscan Friar Richard Rohr explains
it this way: “…where we are betwixt and between the familiar
and the completely unknown. There alone is our old world left
behind, while we are not yet sure of the new existence. That’s a
good space where genuine newness can begin. Get there often
and stay as long as you can by whatever means possible…This
is the sacred space where the old world is able to fall apart, and
a bigger world is revealed. If we don’t encounter liminal space in
our lives, we start idealising normalcy”.
These ‘in-between’ times can be confusing, challenging, hard
and often take longer than expected, but liminal spaces are often
where transformation takes place. Could it be that the journey
is more important than the destination? A journey where we
encounter the world and each other and come to a deeper understanding of ourselves, and a world bigger than ourselves.
One might say that we are all being invited to go on an inner journey in 2020. The virtues of hope, love and faith are really
important within the Christian tradition. They are things that Christians feed, nurture and exercise - they are more than just
‘feelings’. Christians seek to be people who live with faith - which is an assurance in God, and in God’s mental maps to the
facts of our existence. Hope - which tells us that God is with us, even in our suffering. Love - a benevolent pledge to honour
and delight in God and other people.
In the desert of 2020 uncertainty, we have an opportunity to allow God to transform us into people of hope, love and faith.
What’s going to happen in 2021? Nobody really knows! Planning for anything is laughable right now. But some of us are
still planning, especially in the work-place, which means that many of us have multiple plans covering various different
2021 scenarios. After World War 2 Eisenhower said: “In preparing for battle I have always found that plans are useless, but
planning is indispensable”. So, we plan to prepare ourselves for the uncertainty of 2021. But we don’t know what will happen
tomorrow which can be incredibly anxiety inducing. In the book of Matthew, we read an account of Jesus talking about the
challenge of anxiety to the crowd gathered around him. Jesus said: “Can any one of you by worrying add a single hour to
your life…do not worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow will worry about itself. Each day has enough trouble of its own”.
So, make your plans, but then lay your plans down. Try not to worry about the outcomes. Take a deep breath. And take
2021 one day at a time.
Marianne Foster. Member of St Mark’s Church leadership team.

Fundraising for the refurbishment of St Mark’s Church and
Community Centre has recommenced; the idea is to make a start
whilst the hall is in minimal use owing to the pandemic. This will
be Phase 1 of the project, as you will have seen in the leaflet
delivered to all who live on the Battery. In everything we do we aim
to be transparent and open to the views of the parish. The public
Zoom meeting to explain the way forward was well-attended and
we have raised nearly enough funds to proceed with this first
phase. Yay!
We at the church hope you will enjoy the Advent Calendar which
will be delivered to every household. A bit of fun over this strangest
of Decembers, food for thought and things to do. And so we wish
you all a very happy and peaceful Christmas. As the angels said:
“Glory to God in the highest Heaven, and on earth peace, goodwill
to those on whom His favour rests.”
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Mask making
in lockdown
How it started.
We each have our own unique lockdown memories
from the spring and summer months. Mine are
intimately entwined memories of singing glorious
music with the “Stay at Home choir” working on
Carl Jenkin’s the Armed Man. Meanwhile as I
sang, I cut fabric and my sewing machine whirred
away as I started making the first of many masks
to raise funds for the Beatrice Project charity in
Zimbabwe (in the end around 400 so far and
counting).
What is the Beatrice Project?
Briefly the Beatrice Project is a UK charity, which
with my friend Sue Hutchinson we have registered
with the charity commission. Our main focus is
to support a project called Ntombi Nto (meaning
a wholesome young woman) working in rural
Zimbabwe. The project was started around 2015
by local community leaders who saw girls dropping
out of school for lack of sanitary provision. Inevitably
these girls were suffering from the effects of a
lost education, often pushed into unwanted early
marriage and teenage motherhood and needing
child protection and safeguarding. Google https://
www.beatriceproject.org/what-we-do/ to read
more about the project.
The project now has over 300 girls at four sites
who are now able to attend school throughout the
month and have a choice of safe hygienic sanitary
protection. Every month the girls have a sexual
health workshop in school time provided by the
trained volunteer leaders and the peer educators
who are also beneficiaries. We also supply funds
for them to get a nourishing meal at this event.
They are supported when needed by Child Line
and experts such as nurses from local clinics and
trained police officers.

Marmalade
A challenge
for the start
of 2021
Have you missed the competitive edge this year of showing
the produce from your garden, craft room or kitchen? Well
any existing or wannabe marmalade makers need look no
further than the Dalemain Homemade Marmalade website
www.dalemain.com/homemade-marmalade-awards
where you can subscribe for more information about their
2021 virtual event.
What's the catch? That by entering (there is a fee) your
full fee for the Homemade Awards goes to a palliative
care charity of your choice, which could be Winchester
Hospice Fundraising Charity (Registered Charity Number
1180948). Not only will you be helping others but your
marmalade, for whichever category/ies you wish to enter,
will be tasted and judged and you will receive written
feedback and a certificate.

Why not treat yourself to a new washable mask
and help the Beatrice project too! Please contact
me karentrewinnard@doctors.org.uk
Karen Trewinnard
The Dalemain Homemade Marmalade Awards, founded
in 2005, now attracts thousands of entries from across
the globe for its amateur, artisan and catering industry
categories. The 2021 Awards launch in December and the
deadline for entries is Wednesday 10th February 2021.
Everyone can enter, all you need to do is make some
citrus based marmalade - recipe of your choosing. So why
not have a 'fun'draiser and challenge neighbours or friends
and help the Winchester Hospice reach its target!
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SEPTEMBER
SCARECROWS
ON THE
BATTERY
Amazing, creative
energy emerged on the
Battery in September
from children and adults
alike to produce an array
of wonderful scarecrows
(34 entries!!).
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The idea started small (ask
our resident creative mind)
and just grew legs (literally).
Everyone had such a lot of
fun either making a scarecrow
and/or walking around the
neighbourhood to admire
others. So much has been
learnt in running this event so
you can be certain next years’
challenge will be even better.
Thank you to all entrants and
we look forward to welcoming
many more next year.
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In this very odd year, Monty Don
and Gardner’s World seem to have
gained a new level of National
prominence
and
profile
and
have been embraced through so
many households, imparting and
anchoring a sense of purpose and
well beginning as well as putting
food on the table. We have also
benefited in OB from the boost of
the Hairy Pots flower deliveries
earlier in the year. Here are some
‘potted’ comments about 7 different
gardens by their owners, out of
many that are dotted round the
Battery.
P&M: We began growing veg in
1965 in South Gloucestershire, then
Wiltshire and for the last 32 years,
fruit and veg in Oliver’s Battery, All
3 very different soils. For years we
have tried to get our two daughters
interested in growing vegetables, but
with only limited success. But the first
lockdown and WFH changed that.
One invested in a large growing trug,
while getting an area of shrubbery and
lawn turned into a plot. She became
a fan of Monty Don’s, and took plants
/ seedlings / advice from all and
sundry. Then came the thrill of reaping
the reward, followed by the joy of
realising that some of her crops were
better than mine! Her husband has
now agreed to dig up more lawn next
Spring. Success! There was another
gardening landmark in 2020. I found
others in OB with whom I could swap
plants, seeds, tips and ideas!
TOP TIP: To maintain rhubarb’s vigour
you should split each rhubarb crown
every 4 or 5 years. In January, when
the cold, frosty weather comes, dig up
the crown. Chop it into several pieces
and throw away any woody area in the
middle. Then replant, preferably not in
the same hole.
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G&C: I have usually just end up
planting a few vegetables, things that
we like. Lack of planning and lockdown
forced me to buy seeds online which
arrived quite late. This would become
a year for experimenting. I dug out
half my rampant Jerusalem Artichokes
and the newly commandeered space
became home to leeks and brassicas.
Some have grown well – something
home-grown for Christmas dinner,
perhaps I will wash them down with
some homemade cider. I’m not an
expert, but I am willing to try. Ralph
Waldo Emerson said, ‘it’s not the
destination, it’s the journey’. We have,
and will enjoy our garden produce, but
the garden was also part of this year’s
strange journey and I am thankful for
it.
TOP TIP: Transplant leek seedlings
into toilet roll tubes for a straight plant
with plenty of white at the base.

J&A: Our conservatory is a good
place to sit. Soft cushions and wicker
furniture. My husband likes to sit there
and read his newspaper.
However, he is only allowed to do
that until February. Come 1st March
the furniture is pushed aside and out
comes the Go-Pak table. Polythene
covers and layers of newspaper
are put on the table and the seed
sowing begins.
Tomatoes are
usually the first. Sometimes large
and beefy, sometimes tiny mouthfuls
but more frequently a mixture of
both. The tomatoes are followed by
runner beans, French beans, peas,
courgettes and beetroot and flowers:
cosmos, nasturtiums, petunias and
sunflowers until I have hundreds of
seedlings. Far too many for my small
garden. I grow seeds for the WI plant
sale, for my son-in-law’s Scout plant
sale but mostly just to see if I can. This
year there was no W.I plant sale, so

I put plants on the drive for passers’
by to take. I was amazed to receive
over £60 of donations which was given
to the OB Film Group. The other way
I grow plants is to haunt the reduced
section of the local garden centres. A
£2 pot of Geranium Rozanne, winner
of the RHS Plant of the Century at
Chelsea Show in 2013, brought home,
cut back and cherished has given me
with 8 plants after division. Probably
more in 2021.
Friends also provide cuttings and other
treasures. The best present I have
had was a Sainsbury’s carrier bag
half full of nerines. They have been
spectacular over recent weeks. The
same friend left a bag of agapanthus
seed heads on my doorstep. They
have been sown outside so the
‘reading space’ for my husband is still
available.
TOP TIP: Watch your plants and see if
they are happy. My front garden is hot
and dry and very little except lavender,
thyme and sage wants to grow there
in the summer so everything else has
been dug up and replanted in the more
temperate back garden.

D&M: Whatever your skills, physical
capabilities, plant knowledge or lack
of it, nothing beats gardening. Apart
from the physical and mental benefits,
gardening offers us a chance to learn
and understand about plants. This
year we planted the front garden with
vegetables so local people could help
themselves. Covid-19 delayed the
delivery of seeds so the vegetables
got off to a slow start. Lots of people
stopped for a chat and took french
beans and runner beans, different
types of tomatoes, courgettes and
sunflowers - free of charge (although
we did encourage people to donate
to HEAL Africa.org or women’s refuge
when they got home). The weather
was dry, so a lot of compost and plant
food was added. Watering was kept
to a minimum. This year coming, why
not try planting your front garden with
vegetables for community benefit?
And yes, we hope to be doing it again
next year, with some other varieties of
vegetables too, after all there are only
so many tomato seeds you can plant
for yourself. Happy gardening!

TOP TIP: You can plant vegetable
seeds in compost pots from March
onwards. Keep them well watered and
in a warm sunny position for transfer
into larger pots or the garden. Make
sure you make a small hole in the
bottom of the pot for root vegetables
and plant into warm 50+ degrees frost
free soil as soon as the root appears.
Surface vegetables are capable of
rooting through the compost pot walls
so this will be a sign to transfer into the
garden or larger pots. If appropriate,
children can be planted in compost
pots too. Fill to the top of their yellow
wellies, feed and water and they will
turn into the best crop of all ;-)...

M&N: The chalky soil is not good for
vegetables and they do better in raised
beds 15 inches deep. Use railway
sleeper style timbers. Buy a 50/50
mixture of vegetable compost and
new topsoil. It is worth paying more
for topsoil from a reputable firm that
guarantees it to be weed free. Top
up the beds every couple of years as
the soil compacts and loses nutrients.
Build the beds two arms stretch wide
if they are accessible from both sides.
This way you can avoid ever having to
tread on the beds.
We have successfully grown runner
and french beans, beetroot, mange tout
peas, parsnips, carrots (sometimes
reluctant to germinate), leeks, onions,
garlic, rhubarb, perpetual spinach,
tomatoes, potatoes, and radishes.
Potatoes crop more heavily grown
separately in bags. It is nice to sow a
late planting of potatoes in August to
produce a crop of new potatoes to lift
at Xmas (good with the cold meat on
Boxing Day) but watch out for frost and
protect the foliage with fleece on frosty
nights.
TOP TIPS: Your raised beds should be
not more than two arms’ width (about
4 feet) & Rotate your vegetables each
year, alternating over the ground and
under the ground crops.

D&J: Our garden is a comfort, with
a great growth of connection to the
sweet-smelling soil. 2020 has been
a year of garden plenty, “a good year
for the roses” and trying to learn plant
from weed. Our green space has been
a safe playground for hedgehogs
new, and a “pick your own” farm for
spaniels. Then came a game between
human and canine competing for
the plumpest raspberry. We have
marvelled at our first bloom of Francoa
nurtured from the local Oli B national
collection.
TOP TIP:
You put your little seeds in
You push your plug plants out
In out in out shake it all about
You give them all a drink
And turn them round
You do the gardening groove on
And you groan back up
And that’s what it’s all about
Woah the gardening groove on
Woah the gardening groove on
Knees sore
Back ache ra ra ra
You dig the Compost in
You pull the many weeds out
Rake in hoe out shake it all about
You do the gardening groove on
And you groan back up
And that’s what it’s all about
Woah the gardening groove on
Woah the gardening groove on
Knees sore
Back ache
Ra ra ra
You chase the dogs
As they steal the fruit
Up down up down shake it all around
You do the gardening groove on
And you groan back up
And that’s what it’s all about!

C&C: Our veg garden was started in
late 2018, a ‘Dig for Victory’ reaction
following the referendum, some
45 years after we last grew veg as
youngsters and evolved into an
engineered (yes we did mix the soil/
grit/compost for the raised beds in
a cement mixer!) 50sqm veg patch.
2020 being our first proper veg year
and which has helped towards us
feeding 4. We dug up some lawn and
an overgrown shrubbery to achieve
this on the side of our house. Lots
of experimenting, ideas, learning
the hard way, successes and a fair
few failures but driven on partly by
the slightly competitive quest for the
ultimate parsnip with another OB
friend. So many people have stopped
and talked this year and so many
people have been both generous
with plants and also with their hardearned knowledge, we have now
harvested just over 20 different types
of vegetables. A great experience and
a real sense of well-being. We have
also given all our local neighbours
several free smell tests with deliveries
of the real stuff! Next year...
TOP TIP: there is lots of free water
coming off your roof for you to use in
your garden - many times more than
you need - you just have to put your
mind to the ‘how to collect, store and
use’!

Footnote:
All in all, our gardens have provided a
growing refuge for all of us this very
strange year and people taking their
exercise have also been so willing to
stop and talk. Long may it last.
Several people have suggested we try
to set up a "gardeners' swap shop" in
Ollie B. If you are interested, please
look at the Sustainability Article.
Also, if you are interested in joining a
distributed vineyard read the article on
wine.
Veg E Matters
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Grapes varieties like Pinot Noir, Pinot Meunier, and
Chardonnay grow well in the South producing outstanding
sparkling wines. German varieties such as Dornfelder,
Müller-Thurgau, Seyval Blanc, Rondo, Huxelrebe,
Bacchus, Ortega and Optima have also done well, as the
climate is similar to certain parts of Germany and Austria.

WINE AND A LOCAL
OLIVER’S BATTERY “CRU”?
I’m Fabrizio and as some of you know I'm a father of three
superstars and I’m passionate about wine.
As a corporate and startup professional, I understand
that we work hard and sometimes are too busy to enjoy
the beauty around us. Born and raised in the Italian
Dolomites, I am excited to constantly discover and enjoy
our outdoors (even the ones around the corner) and to
promote outstanding local produce. I started my own
hospitality services and wine company from a strong
belief that the strongest insights are accomplished through
shared human experiences. You can find more on www.
fab-wines.co.uk.
In doing this I started discovering the “British Wines” and
some local producers. Please visit www.winegb.co.uk
and explore all the amazing people that are working on
wine around us. Wherever the Romans went forth and
conquered they had wine with them and Vitis Vinifera (the
common grape vine) was planted in England.

I recently shared with some friends in Oliver’s Battery a
dream to create a "community co-operative” as there is no
shortage of wineries that can receive the grapes near us
and produce the wine for us. I dream to be able to create a
community around this project, get together at harvesting
time and potentially teach younger generations an art and
a passion. As it is unlikely that we will be able to purchase
either Texas Fields or the South East Facing Hills along
Port Lane (!), which would be perfect for a vineyard, I have
thought of the idea to distribute the vines across individual
gardens. The selection of grape varieties will depend
on the soil analysis and site characteristics, orientation,
drainage, protection, etc, as well as the size of the sites.
With this concept in mind I have spoken to a local
owner, Balbina, from Lone Farm in Itchen Abbas- www.
bsixtwelve.co.uk. They produce an amazing white made
with Pinot Blanc grapes. She loved the idea and would be
happy to help along the way with all the steps, from setting
up, to wine making and the final bottle.
If you would like to be part of this distributed vineyard,
please read the sustainability article and join the group.
We will create an initiative group as part of the wider
sustainability project to create a stronger community in this
area of outstanding beauty that we live in.
Fab de Liberali
Note: Fab Wines is a distributor of BSixTwelve (the Lone Farm
Pinot Blanc). Use the coupon “OBROCK2020” on www.FabWines.co.uk for a special OB-server price.

Sketching Texas Field on a hot sunny July day
with skylarks singing high up in the sky overhead.
What a joy to have these little songsters nesting
and raising their young on our doorstep.

Walking with my
sketchbook
Wendy Bramall
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“Hampshire Days”
by WH Hudson (1903)

If you’re curious to know about Hampshire and its
wildlife a hundred years ago then you can do no
better that to curl up with this enchanting book on a
dark winter’s day in front of the fire with a cup of tea.
William Henry Hudson was an amateur naturalist
with remarkable observation skills and the ability
to share these with his readers in a relaxed and
digestible style. You will be captivated by his vivid
descriptions of the countryside and villages of
many parts of Hampshire, its people and wildlife
of which there was then such abundance. In
particular there is an almost video-like description
of how a young cuckoo ousts the young from the
nest of its unsuspecting host, a robin.
He was born in 1841 in Argentina to parents of
English descent who moved there to take up sheep
farming. He grew up in the freedom of the wideopen spaces of the Pampas where he became
absorbed in the study of wildlife especially birds.
At that time research into the anatomy of birds was
taking place at The Royal Academy in London to
which Hudson sent numerous specimens for
study. In 1874 he came to live in London hoping
to progress a career as an ornithologist, but
his passion was the study of the behaviour of
birds. He was ahead of his time as this was not
of interest to science at the time. To make ends
meet he began to write articles and books which
made him the friend of many distinguished writers.

Travelling by train, bicycle and on foot exploring
southern England he came to love Hampshire
and in 1900 he and his wife were the guests of Sir
Edward Grey and his wife Dorothy at their retreat in
the Fishing Cottage * at Itchen Abbas. “Hampshire
Days” is dedicated to them – ‘Northumbrians with
Hampshire Written in Their Hearts’.
Hudson wrote over thirty books including a few
novels the best-known being “Green Mansions”. He
particularly loved English downland, writing “Nature
in Downland” in 1900 and his book “A Shepherd’s
Life” (1910) set in Martin near Fordingbridge was
loosely adapted for the television drama “Bread or
Blood” in 1981.
Shocked by seeing women’s hats adorned with
feathers of birds killed for this quirk of fashion he
became one of the founder members of the RSPB,
formerly SPB. Hudson would be pleased to know
this organisation is thriving and with influence, but
he would be devastated by the current state of
nature and humankind’s violation of our planet.
Norma Goodwin
* “The Cottage Book; the Undiscovered Country Diary of
an Edwardian Statesman” by Sir Edward and Lady Grey
(excerpts from the years 1894 – 1905) published 1999.
Hampshire Papers no 27: “W.H. Hudson in Hampshire”
(Hampshire County Council 2004)
Literary Walks in Hampshire: A walk around Buriton leaflet by East Hampshire District Council 1991
There is a good supply of Hudson books online as well as
numerous biographies
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Want to help Oliver’s Battery
become more sustainable?
In this most extraordinary of years there seems to have been an
overwhelming number of things to worry about and a sense of lack of
individual control. However, as a community, Oliver’s Battery has really
come together and become stronger and more connected through this
pandemic. Individual people offered help to neighbours and Oliver’s
Battery Community Group, a fantastic team of the volunteers, continue
to support self-isolating people to remain safe by shopping, getting
prescriptions and a friendly phone call. We have shown ourselves to be a
caring community when it comes to people and health.
Now is the time for Oliver’s Battery to come together again and try to
make an impact on the most critical underlying issue that the world faces
– namely climate change. Politicians may come and go, COVID will be
conquered but, if we do not address climate change, our lives will be
affected at an even more fundamental level than we have seen this year.
The things we do in our daily lives - how we travel and power our homes
and cars, are all affecting climate change. Our individual and group
action can really contribute to improving sustainability and reducing our
carbon footprint.
Hampshire County Council are very committed to acting on Climate
Change and they declared a Climate Emergency in June 2019. Their
target is for the county to become carbon neutral by 2050. At a meeting
about Hampshire 2050 last January they invited Parish Councils along as
they see grass roots action as being fundamental to achieving this target.
Within the Battery, there must be people who are committed to being
actively involved in helping our community to contribute to the changes
that we need to make. It may be that you have a specific skill, knowledge
or passion. By bringing you together with like-minded people and
coordinating activities we will have more effect. Together we can make
a difference.
Some of the main areas that we could have a real impact include:
• Solar PV solutions – possibly negotiating reduced rates for individuals
through mass purchase.
• Finding grants that the community could access including those from
Hampshire County Council.
• Tree planting within the Parish both in private and on public land.
• Creating a gardening group to share knowledge on growing
vegetables and seed swapping, see the article on Vegetables.
• Improving travel options from Oliver’s Battery to Winchester including
cycle routes, public transport changes and hence reducing our
dependence on the car.
• Creating a distributed vineyard within gardens, see the article on
wine.
• Providing an information bank on individual changes that people can
make to reduce their carbon footprint. This can include linking with
Winchester Action on Climate Change (WinACC), to circulate their
knowledge into the community and actively circulating updates from
Hampshire County Council on any new initiatives.

Save South Winchester and
Protect the Local Countryside
from Development
Royaldown proposal: You are no
doubt aware, having received the
yellow flyer through your door, of
the proposed development called
Royaldown, which is for 5,000 new
houses and also includes 4 solar
farms and an access road that goes
through the top end of Texas field
(an area designated as an Asset
of Community Value), and next to
Yew Hill Butterfly Reserve (a Site of
Importance for Nature Conservation)
to Badger Farm Road with a 2,200
space Park and Ride site. The link
to Royaldown document is https://
tinyurl.com/yyynyejt
Fighting together: This affects
our neighbouring parishes as well
- Hursley, Compton and Shawford,
we are aiming to work together and
support each other.
There are 3 main strands:
• Push back on the Strategic
Housing and Economic Land
Availability Assessment
(SHELAA) published by
Winchester City Council (WCC)
and help to persuade WCC not to
include the Royaldown proposal
in their new Local Plan.
• Supporting Hursley PC in
completing its Neighbourhood
Plan (NP), that will identify
development that reflects their
needs. Hursley have submitted
their request to have a NP.
• Continuing to promote a South
Winchester Green Belt. A visit
by the CPRE (the Countryside
Charity) is planned in December.
Publicity: The aim is to coordinate
all publicity, e.g. press releases to
Chronicle, flyers and newsletters and
to maintain continuous publicity until
at least April 2021. The Facebook
page for all residents is @Save
South Winchester.

Let’s get started in 2021!

Skills and funding needed: A skills
inventory is under way and more
people are coming forward from recent
publicity, eg Save South Winchester
on Facebook and flyers. Further
specialist support is being sought, e.g.
a landscape consultant and a project
manager. Various funding sources
are being investigated, including from
local residents.

Rebecca Hare 		

The fight has started!

All this kind of work will involve time – that rare commodity. If you think you
do have the time and wish to be an active member of the Sustainability
group, please send me an email. Give me an indication of what you are
specifically interested in doing and, if relevant, any skills that you think will
be of value. Any other ideas would also be very welcome.
Email: rebecca.jhare@icloud.com

